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Abstract. Properties of clay bricks include strength, water absorption, durability, 
expansion, efflorescence and pitting due to lime. Generally these properties are 
measured using destructive testing methods and as a result sampling errors are 
inevitable in addition to other considerations such as additional cost for discarding 
the tested component. Therefore to optimize the costing considerations as well as to 
reduce the sampling errors an NDT technique such as Radiographic Testing was 
used to evaluate the properties like water absorption etc. Initially a theoretical model 
was developed to obtain a relationship between X-ray intensity and the absorbed 
water volume. From that model it was deduced that the natural log of the intensity 
changes and the absorbed water volume shows a linear relationship. First to find the 
appropriate tube voltage and the exposure time, a preliminary experiment was 
carried out as the first stage and from the results of that, the exposure time and the 
tube voltages were used for the subsequent second stage to determine whether the 
experimental findings were in line with the theoretical model 
 For the experimental purpose three sets of samples obtained from different 
locations were used with five clay bricks in each set. The samples were immersed in 
water for specified time intervals and the radiographic tests were performed on 
them. Natural log intensity (index) vs water volume relationship was studied and 
found to be linear which confirms the theoretical model developed. As per the 
findings of the research it could be concluded that the Radiographic testing method 
could be applied to find porosity and water absorption of clay bricks.  

1 Introduction 

Objectives of this research were, to study water absorption and investigate the extent of 
porosity of clay bricks which influence to their usage, using Industrial Radiography. 
Generally brick properties include dimensions, strength, water absorption, durability, 
moisture expansion, efflorescence and pitting due to lime. Amount of water absorption is 
measured by water absorption test. This test can be used in quality assurance of brick 
manufacturing.  

 
Properties of construction material are generally measured using destructive methods in 
common practice. As destructive methods cannot be applied to an entire lot, only 
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representative samples are used for the testing. Therefore, occurrence of sampling errors is 
inevitable. As some of the components are critical for the strength of the construction, it is 
important to develop NDT techniques to evaluate properties of the construction materials.  

2. Review of the literature 

A professor at Wurzburg University in Germany, Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen (1845-1923) 
discovered X-ray in 1895. The first radiograph was of his wife’s hand. In early stages of 
radiography, it was used for medical applications. In 1931 General Electric company 
developed 1000kV X-ray generator and the same year the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) permitted X-ray approval for fusion weld. [1] [2]. X-rays are 
electromagnetic radiation produced by allowing a high energy stream of electrons to 
impinge on a metallic target and emission of photons by deceleration of the electron. The 
wave length region of the radiation is 10-13 to 10-9. [3]. Non Destructive Testing is the 
development and application of physical methods to examine materials or components in 
ways that do not impair future usefulness and serviceability, in order to detect, locate, 
measure, and evaluate flaws; to assess integrity, properties, and composition; and to 
measure geometrical characteristics [4]. Due to the imperfections in the structure the 
testing medium changes, by means of which it detects these changes and to get information 
about imperfections, and indications have to be interpreted [5]. The radiographic testing is 
one of the common volumetric NDT method used for the detection of internal flaws in 
many different materials and configurations.  [6]. In Non-Destructive Testing X-ray and 
Gamma ray are used for the Detection of defects in ingots, casting, welded joint, violation 
of integrity or positional relationship of parts in assemblies, mechanism or appliance, 
survey of quality, revealing of foreign substance in food control and scientific research [7]. 
Compressive strength of clay bricks are measured by immersing the bricks in water at room 
temperature for 72 hours and subjected to compressive force. To determine water 
absorption of bricks, it should be dried until it gets a constant weight and immersed in water 
for 24 hours [8]. Compton scattering of gamma ray can be utilized to determine moisture in 
building material as a Non destructive Test. As source and detector, backward angle 
scattered gamma ray of Am-241 source and a LaBr3: Ce scintillator detector have been used 
to measure the moisture in bricks with various water contents [9] [10]. Microwave radiation 
has been used to develop a new NDT method to obtain the characteristic moisture 
parameters of building materials. Test measurements were performed with specimens of 
silicate-based materials, commonly used in building structures [11] [12]. The firing 
temperature is significantly affected to water absorption, compressive strength and other 
physical properties. When firing temperature increase, water absorption of brick decrease 
while the strength increases [13] [14]. Attenuation of neutron through the material will 
evaluate the characteristics of materials, such as voids/cavity, cracks, homogeneity, water 
absorption behaviour, etc. [15] [16].  Gamma ray radiography also can be used to 
investigate clay brick by variation of gamma ray attenuation coefficient with moisture and 
662keV gamma beam from Cs-137 radioactive source is used. Linear attenuation 
coefficient varies with moisture content of the clay brick. Soil bulk density was measured 
by gamma attenuation technique [17] [18] [19].  
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3. Theoretical background 

3.1 Radiation Attenuation 

Attenuation law can be described by Figure 3.1. Here it is assumed narrow beam geometry 
and monochromatic radiation.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3:1 Intensity Variation with depth 穴� = −��穴捲                        (3.1) � = �待結捲� − 岫�穴岻     (3.2) 
 
If � is the attenuation coefficient due to photo electriceffect, �鎚 due to scattering and 講 due 
to pair production then linear attenuation coefficient is given by � = � + �鎚 + 講    (3.3) 
A brick can be considered as a multi-phase material consisting of solid material, air (void 
space) and water. During water absorption of the bricks, the void space is replaced by 
water. This is a dynamic situation and therefore equation 3.2 cannot be applied directly. 
The mass attenuation coefficient has to be introduced instead of the linear attenuation 
coefficient  .Linear attenuation coefficient  is proportional to the density  and / is 
defined as mass attenuation coefficient which is a constant for a substance.   
Equation 3.2 can be re-written in terms of the mass absorption coefficient as given in 3.4. 

 � = �待結捲� − 岫� 貢⁄ 岻貢穴    (3.4) 
 

Therefore, for a sample containing two or more elements the mass absorption coefficient is 
obtained by 岾��峇 = 拳怠 岾��峇怠 + 拳態 岾��峇態 + 拳戴 岾��峇戴 + ⋯ = ∑ 拳珍 岾��峇珍珍=怠   (3.5) [22] 

Where 貢– Bulk density 拳珍 – Weight fraction of each element j  
If above equations (3.4 and 3.5) are applied to a brick it will be as equation 3.6 

 � = �待結捲� − {拳�(� 貢⁄ )� + 拳栂(� 貢⁄ )栂 + 拳鎚(� 貢⁄ )鎚} (� 貢⁄ )鎚貢穴  (3.6) 

Where 拳�  , 拳栂and 拳鎚are weight fraction of void, water and solid material respectively (� 貢⁄ )� ,  (� 貢⁄ )栂 and(� 貢⁄ )鎚 are mass absorption coefficients of air, water and solid material 

respectively. 
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3.2 Theoretical Model 

Since brick is a multiphase material consisting sloid material water and air, attenuation 
coefficient can be given by 

 (∑ 拳沈(�沈 貢沈⁄ )沈 )貢�塚� = [拳�(�� 貢�⁄ ) + 拳栂(�栂 貢栂⁄ ) + 拳嫌(�鎚 貢鎚⁄ )] 岫����+����+����岻��   

 (3.7) 貢�塚� – Bulk density ��, �拳 �券穴 �嫌 – Volume of air, water and solid material respectively �� - Total volume 
If the void volume is V,  � = �拳 + �� 
Then Vacan be written as �� = � − �拳 拳� = ��貢�(��貢� + �拳貢拳 + �嫌貢鎚)  , 拳拳 = �拳貢拳(��貢� + �拳貢拳 + �嫌貢鎚)  , 拳鎚 = �鎚貢嫌岫��貢� + �栂貢栂 + �鎚貢嫌岻 �� 貢�⁄ = �兼�嫌嫌岫�岻 , �拳 貢拳⁄ = �兼�嫌嫌岫拳岻 , �嫌 貢嫌⁄ = �兼�嫌嫌岫鎚岻 

 
By equation 3.7 

 (∑ 拳沈(�沈 貢沈⁄ )沈 )貢�塚� =  [����尿���岫�岻+���嫌�尿���岫遁岻�+�� + (���尿���岫�岻+���尿���岫�岻)���+�� ] (3.8) 

 
According to equation 3.4, intensity of transmitted X-ray (I) could be found by relating the 
grey value of the radiograph. In industrial radiography it is very difficult to find the initial 
intensity �待. When intensity �, mass attenuation coefficient and density are known �待 can be 
calculated. Grey value of the radiographs is inversely proportional to the intensity of 
radiation reaching the film passing the object. At the same time the grey value is affected 
by other factors like developer concentration and developing process of the exposed film. 
To avoid the above problem by normalizing, a reference material with constant thickness 
and density can be used. For this purpose an aluminium plate is exposed together with 
bricks.  
 
By equation 3.4 for a particular exposure 
For Aluminium plate  

 �凋鎮 = �待結捲� − 岫�凋鎮�凋鎮岻     (3.9) 
For Brick  

  �喋 = �待結捲� − 岫�喋�喋岻     (3.10) 
 

(3.9)/ (3.10)   
�豚如�遁 = 結捲�岫�喋�喋 − �凋鎮�凋鎮岻     (3.11) 

Where  �凋鎮 , �喋 - attenuated intensities received by film by aluminium plate and brick respectively �凋鎮, �喋 - Linear attenuation coefficient of aluminium plate and brick respectively �凋鎮, �喋 – Thickness of aluminium plate and brick respectively 
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�畦健�稽 = 結捲� {岾貢拳�兼�嫌嫌岫拳岻 + 貢��兼�嫌嫌岫�岻峇 �稽�拳� + �嫌+ [岾�貢��兼�嫌嫌岫�岻 + �稽貢稽�兼�嫌嫌岫嫌岻峇 �稽� + �嫌 − �兼�嫌嫌岫畦健岻貢畦健�畦健]} 

 (3.12) 
But  �券建結券嫌�建検 ∝  怠�追�� 塚�鎮通� , therefore 

 �堅�検 稽�堅�検 畦健 = 結捲� {岾貢拳�兼�嫌嫌岫拳岻 + 貢��兼�嫌嫌岫�岻峇 �稽�拳� + �嫌+ [岾�貢��兼�嫌嫌岫�岻 + �嫌貢稽�兼�嫌嫌岫嫌岻峇 �稽� + �鎚 − �兼�嫌嫌岫畦健岻貢畦健�畦健]} 

And 健券 �追�� 喋�追�� 凋鎮 = {(���尿���岫�岻+���尿���岫�岻)�遁���+�� + [(����尿���岫�岻+���遁�尿���岫�岻)�遁�+�� − �陳�鎚鎚岫凋鎮岻貢凋鎮�凋鎮]}  (3.13) 

 
From equation 3.12, when water volume is change the 健券 �追�� 喋�追�� 凋鎮   value is change linearly 

according to the 検 = 兼捲 + 潔 

Gradient = 
(���尿���岫�岻+���尿���岫�岻)�遁�+��  

 

Intercept = [(����尿���岫�岻+�����尿���岫�岻)�遁�+�� − �陳�鎚鎚岫凋鎮岻貢凋鎮�凋鎮] 

 
 ‘Normalized intensity index’ is used for  健券 �追�� 喋�追�� 凋鎮 or 健券 �津痛�津鎚沈痛� 喋�津痛�津鎚沈痛� 凋鎮 
4. Experimental procedure 

4.1 Materials and Equipment 

Portable X-ray generator – Gilardoni GXL 305 PO, Industrial film - 10.2 x 25.4 cm (Fuji 
100 HD), 0.125mm thick lead screens and Cassettes, Manual film processing tank, Oven – 
Memmert – ULE 600, Safety equipment – TLD, Survey meter- RDS 31, Densitometer – 
Densy 210, Film digitizer – Array 2905, ISee software, Electronic balance – LE 4202 S 

4.2 Experiments 

4.2.1 Sample collection and preparation 

Sample collection and preparation were based on SLS standard 39. Experiment was done 
set by set. Surface of the sample bricks were rubbed to get uniform area in dry condition. 
Dust on the surface was removed with dry air and dry cloth. The bricks were dried to 
constant mass in an oven at 1150C and were cooled to approximately room temperature and 
weighed. Samples were kept in sealed condition (wrapped with polyether) until experiment 
started.   
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4.3.3 Obtaining radiographic images of the sample 

All the dried samples were radiographed. Then the sample set was immersed in clean water 
at room temperature for 5 minutes. Each brick was removed and the surface water was 
wiped off with a damp cloth. Then the bricks were weighed in an electronic balance. Again 
all the samples were subject to radiography. Then the samples set were radiographed after 
immersing in water for 10min, 15min and 24hours. During first 15 minutes water 
absorption was very high and steps were well controlled. The weighing of each brick was 
completed within three minutes and samples were kept in polystyrene (Rigifoam) box to 
minimize evaporation until radiographed.  All the radiographs were digitized using the film 
digitizer. Mean grey values of the images of bricks and aluminium plate were obtained.  

5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Relationship between Theoretical model and Experimental Results 

According to the theoretical model, Normalized intensity index changes linearly with 
absorbed water volume as per equation 3.13 

 
5.2.1 Sample Set 1 -Normalized Intensity Index Vs Water Volume 

A single brick of a given sample set is immersed in water for time intervals of 0 minutes, 5 
minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, and 1440 minutes (24 hours) respectively. Therefore the 
water volume that is absorbed to the bricks after these immersions and the variation of the 
normalized intensity index with these water volumes are plotted as shown below for the 
whole 5 bricks for this particular set of samples (Sample Set1). 
The plot of “Normalized Intensity Index Vs Water Volume” for brick 1 of the sample set 
1after the brick 1 is subjected to multiple immersions within the specified time intervals 
shown in Figure 5.2 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5:1 Normalized Intensity Index Vs Water Volume – Set 1 Brick 1 
 
Similarly for the all bricks of the sample sets, after multiple immersions within the 
specified time intervals the plot of “Normalized Intensity Index Vs Water Volume” were 
obtained 
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From these observations it can be concluded that the experimental results obey the 
theoretical model developed. However certain deviations were observed. These deviations 
can be due to high initial water absorption rate. Even though exposure time is 18seconds, 
but it took more than half an hour to finish a sample set because five radiographs had to be 
exposed for a one time interval. During this period water distribution within bricks is not 
uniform which has an effect on the result. During the experiment the bricks were immersed 
in water and removed from water four times and some loose material removed and it too 
affected the final result. 

5.3 Relationship between Normalized intensity index at dry condition and Void volume 

For brick bulk volume can be written as �喋通鎮賃 = � + �鎚 Normalized Intensity Index= {[(�貢��陳�鎚鎚岫�岻 + 岫�喋通鎮賃−�岻貢鎚�陳�鎚鎚岫鎚岻)�喋�喋通鎮賃 − �陳�鎚鎚岫凋鎮岻貢凋鎮�凋鎮]} 

According to the above equation V, 貢喋and �陳�鎚鎚岫喋岻 are unknown parameters. Normalized 
intensity index is obtained by a single radiograph. Density and mass absorption coefficient 
can be found by an experiment from a sample and applied to the whole lot of bricks. Then 
the void volume can be calculated.  

5.4 Absorbed Water Volume 

Theoretical approach and experimental result both show linear relationship between 
intensity and water volume. Therefore this relationship is useful to find the absorbed water 
volume of bricks. If the graphs of “normalized intensity index Vs water volume” are 
available for particular areas (Locations) or specimens, the absorbed water volume can be 
found.  Then this type of characteristic graph (curve) can be plotted with a few samples 
from a particular area (Location) or specimens. This curve will be used to find absorbed 
water volume for any brick of the same specimen as shown in Figure 5:2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            Figure 5:1 – Characteristic graph to find unknown water volume 

6. Conclusions and suggestions 

Based on the research done, it can be concluded that radiograph can be used to find porosity 
and water absorption. This study was mainly based on clay bricks. However, this method 
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can be extended as quality control tool for porous materials of which porosity affects to 
their usage such as in drug dissolution, concrete and air-entailed concrete and ceramic.  
Conventional film radiography can be replaced by new and fast technologies such as image 
processing, digital radiography, real time radiography and computed tomography to obtain 
faster and reliable results. 
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